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ON SOLUTIONS OF THE LAGERSTROM 
EQUATION 
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Abstract. The paper deals with the behaviour of certain classes of Cauchy's solutions of the 
Lagerstrom equation. It considers the behaviour of solutions in the neighbourhood of an arbitrary 
or integral curve on a finite or infinite interval. It presents the respective sufficient conditions which 
grant certain behaviour of some classes of Cauchy's solutions. The results obtained refer also the 
approximation and asymptotic behaviour of solutions. 
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In this paper we shall consider the Lagerstrom equation of the form 
on interval I = (a9 b), where —ob ^ p < b < 0 or 0 < a < b ^ +oo. 
The Lagerstrom equation, in different forms, has been considered by many 
authors: The papers [1—4], as well as many others, deal with the behaviour and 
approximation of the solution which satisfies the boundary conditions y(e) = 0, 
y(oo) = 1 (or y(oo) = C ;> 0), where e > 0 is small. 
Let r = {(y91): y = \j/(t)9 tel}9 ij/ e C
2(7), be an arbitrary or integral curve 
of (I) and let 
° = {(y*t):\y - W)\ ^ Q(t\tel} 
be its neighbourhood. This paper deals with the behaviour of solutions of equa­
tion (1) with respect to set o\ There is a particularly interesting case when function Q 
is sufficiently small and tends to 0 as t -• oo. 




f Я - т - т - ß - y , —т[r + ŕ + ß(h>)] 
and notations y0 = yfr0), >>o = /fro), a0 = a(f0), ..., t0el. 
Depending on the form of the Cauchy's conditions the study will be carried 
out in three parts. 
1. Let us first consider the solutions of equation (1) which satisfy the initial 
conditions 
(2) | y0 - \l/0 | ^ Q0, \y0 - fi0y0 - a0cp0 \ £\a0\S0, t0el. 
Theorem 1. Let F be an arbitrary curve. 
(i) If there exist functions a, ft, S, q> and Q such that 
(3) \fip+g*-9'\ + \g\Q<S' -fiS9 
(4) \aq> + fif - p \ + \a\S < Q* - PQ 
on a, then all solutions y(i) of problem (l)-(2) satisfy condition 
(5) | y(t) - i//(t) | < Q(t) for every te(t0, b). 
(ii) / / 
(6) \fiP+Fl'-<p'\ + \g\Q</S-S'9 
(7) \aq> + P* - p \ + \a\S < PQ - Q9 
on a, then at least one solution of the problem (1) —(2) satisfies condition (5). 
(iii) In view of conditions (3) and (7) or (4) and (6) problem (1) — (2) has one-
parameter class of solutions which satisfy condition (5). 
Proof. Let us introduce the substitute 
(8) y' = a(t)x + p(t)y, 
where x = x(t) is a new unknown function. Equation (1) is transformed into 
a system of equations 
(9) x' = f(y, t)x + g(y, t)y, y' = a(t) x + p(t)y, 
where functions / and g have already been defined. 
Let Q = R2 x / and 
coi ={(x,y,t)eQ:\x-(p(t)\ < S(t), \ y - f(t) | < Q(t)}, 
- X, = {(x, y, t) e Clcox: *, == (-1) ' [x - <p(0] - S(t) = 0}, 
Yt = {(x, y, t) e Clco,: yt = (-1)« [>. - *(0] - Q(t) = 0}, ,' = 1, 2. 
Let T = (x'(t), y'(t), 1) be a tangential vector for the integral curve (x(t), y(i), t) 
of system (9) on dco1. 
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Let us consider the scalar products 
nXi = (grad xt, T), n,t = (grad yt9 T), I = 1, 2 
on dcoj. We have 
** = ( - i )V* + » ) - ( - i ) V -s' = (-lyifip + tf - 9 ') + 
+ ( - l ) f * U > - « + / » - * ' , 
*„ = (-1)'(a* + jSy) - ( - l ) V - Q' = (-l)f(a9 + W - *0 + 
+ ( - l ) 'a (* -<?) + &?-<?'. 
(i) In view of (3) and (4) we have 
nXi ^ I f<P + g^ - <p' I + I g I Q + fS - S' < 0, 
n,t £\aq> + ft* - p \ + \*\S + PQ - Q' <09 i = 1, 2. 
Accordingly, (Jĉ  is a set of points of strict entrance of integral curves of system (9) 
with respect to sets (ot and Q. Hence, all solutions of system (9) which satisfy 
initial conditions 
\x0 - <p0\ ^ S0, \y0 - *l>o\ £ Qo 
satisfy also conditions 
I *(') - <P(t) | < S(t), | y(t) - xl/(t) | < Q(t) for every te(t0, b). 
Since, in view of (8), x0 - q>0 = — (y0 - p0y0 - *0<Po)> then all solutions of 
*o 
problem (1) —(2) satisfy condition (5). 
(ii) In view of (6) and (7) we have 
nXi> -\f<P+gilf -<p'\-\g\Q+fS-S' > 0 , 
n,t ^ - I *<P + M - V I - I * | S + pQ - Q' > 0, i=l,2. 
Accordingly, Sa)t is a set of points of strict exit of integral curves of system (9) 
with respect to sets c^ and Q. Hence, according to T. Wazevski's retraction 
method ([5 — 7]), system (9) has at least one solution belonging to set cox for 
every t e I. Consequently, problem (1) — (2) has at least orie solution which satisfies 
condition (5). 
(iii) In this case X= Xx u X2 is a set of points of strict entrance, and Y = Yt u Y2 
is a set of points of strict exit (or reverse) of integral curves of system (9) 
with respect to sets co1 and Q. Hence, according to the retraction method, system (9) 
has one-parameter class of solutions which belong to set a>l for every t e I. Accord-
ingly, problem (l)-(2) has one-parameter class of solutions which satisfy condi-
tion (5). 






Corollary 1 (0 m - j - , ^ # 0, S m 1, <p m 0, a > 0 J . (i) // 
L\r + (*+y)r\(l+ < ) < * + + -< + *.+ * a | \t / |\ \\I/\J $ r " a t OП <т, 
Ü>.Jţl + i 
Q Ф Q 
on I, 
then all solutions y(t) of (I) which satisfy the initial conditions 
(12) \yo-ýo\šQ0, Ś.a 0 , t0el 





ЫH*\{i+тtì<-ţ-*—í-ì on o> 
5І<41-£. 0„/, 
//ien a/ feart owe solution of problem (1) —(12) satisfies condition (5). 
(iii) In view of conditions (10) and (14) or (11) and (13) problem (1) —(12) ftajr 
one-parameter class of solutions which satisfy condition (5). 
Corollary'2 (fi ss 0, 5 s 1, 9 = 0, a > 0). (i) / / 
j ^ ' I < Q' - a on / , , oť 2 
Ф > Q - - - T 
then all solutions y(f) of (1) which satisfy the initial conditions 
(15) ltt> - <M ^ 0 o . I .Volga©, to^/ 
satisfy also condition (5). 
(ii)/ f 
, a' 2 
ý < ~Q 
Y a / 
| ^ ' | < - g ' - a on / , 
/fee/i a/ /eayf O/K? solution of problem (1) —(15) satisfies condition (5). 
( i i i ) / / 




* a t \Ф'\<Q-* 
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on I, then problem (1) —(15) has one-parameter class of solutions which satisfy 
condition (5). 
Example 1. (i) All solutions y(t) of (1) which satisfy initial conditions 
| y(e) - (1 - e2)| ^ e, | / ( e ) | g e3e~\ 0 < e ̂  1 
satisfy also condition 
y(t) - (1 - — J < e ( 2 - — J for every t e (e, oo). 
(ii) Equation (1) has one-parameter class of solutions which satisfy the initial 
conditions t 
\y(e)\ ^ 1 + e, | / («) | £ e V c , 0 < e £ A 
and condition 
X0 -И) e(l + e) . 4 / x < — for every t e (e, oo). 
Corollary 3 (/? _= 0, 8 == Q, <p = — J. Let \j/(t) be an arbitrary solution of 
équation (1). (i) If 
, hA , Q' * 2 
ý > J J _ L + 0 __: 
a . * Q a ř 
— > a > 0 øn /, 
Q 
then all solutions y(f) of equation (1) with initial conditions 
(16) | y0 - ^o I _ 0o, I .Vo - M I _ ao-o, ' o 6 ! 




,>i_L + в-_-_-i, 
a ø « « 
1 > < _ І _ _ L _ ( ? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ 
a * Q a ř 
< - a < 0 
^ - > a > 0 
on I, then problem (1) —(16) has one-parameter class of solutions satisfying condi­
tion (5). 
03 
Example 2. Let A, T, r, 3 e /_, r > 0, A, T > 9 > 0 and a ss — - . (i) Let 2 . 
в & re
л«-т\ /. - [-oo, - 3 ] , I2 = [Д T]. 
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The statement (i) of Corollary 3 is valid for every solution 
t2 
ф(t) > -A + г + -— | ф' | on 1! and 12. 
S3 
The statement (ii) of Corollary 3 is valid for every solution 
9 
ф(t) < -A - r - — | ф' | on /t and I2. 
(ii) Lef 
Q^re'
A(t+T\ / l S = [ - T , - 3 ] , /2 = [S,oo). 
The statement (ii) of Corollary 3 is valid for every solution 
x1 
\/f(t) > A + r + —-1 ifr' | on A and 12. S3 
Coroflary 4 (a s - i - , J? = - 1 , 5 s= e, <p = | /1 ̂  + l ^ Y £*/ i/r(0 ** 
aw arbitrary solution of (1) awrf fe/ / £ (0, oo). i/* 
$ZQ> Q'>\W\Q or tfr^O, 
C'>2ffa + |lifr'|fl or 1 | | * ' | + ff - X < f g o 
o/i /, /fce/i a// solutions y(t) of (I) with initial conditions 
\y0~*l'o\£Qo> I 'ofro ~ Vo) + ô - ^o I -S Q0> t0el 
satisfy also condition (5). This statement is valid also when I g (—oo, 0) if function g 
o/jo satisfies condition — > o/i /. 
Example 3. Let ^(/) s= C ^ 0, C e « . The statement of Corollary 4 is valid 
on the interval / = (0, r ] (T > 0 is an arbitrarily large number) when 
e s T + i - . ' ° < ' < y -
2. Let us consider now the solutions of equation (1) satisfying the initial condition 
07) l ^o - ^o I + T 7 T l ^ ~ *Vo - «o<r\> I ^0o , t0el. 
l<*ol 
Theorem 2. ££/ T be an arbitrary curve. 
(i) Let there exist functions <x, /?, 9 <WK* (? weft that 
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U=(\f-fi\ + \g-a\)Q + \f<p+gil,-q>'\ + \a<p + M-V\ < (?' ~( | a \+f)Q 
or 
U<Q* -(P + \g\)Q 
on oy then all solutions of problem (1) —(17) satisfy condition (5). 
(ii)// 
U< -Q' + (f-\*\)Q or U< -Q' + (0-\g\)Q 
on <r, then problem (1) —(17) has at least one solution satisfying condition (5). 
Proof. In this case equation (1) is also transformed info system (9) by a substitute 
(8). Let Q = R2xI, 
io2 = {(x,y,t)eii:\X-<p(t)\ + \y-^(t)\<Q(t)h 
Pt = {(x, y , t) G ci<o2:/>, = ( - 1 ) ' {x + y - <p(t) - iKO] - e<0 = 0}, 
<2. = {(x, y, t) e Cl<o2 .qt = (-\yix-y- 9(j) + ^(t)l - e(t) = 0}, i = 1,2. 
Let T be a tangential vector on the integral curves of system (9) on d<o2. Let us consi-
der the scalar products 
nPt = (grad pt, x), nq, = (grad qt, t), i = 1,2. 
We have 
* - .=• ( -1 ) ' (fx + gy + ax + py - <p' - V) - Q', 
nqt = (-iy(fx + gy-ax-py-<p' + r)-Q'. 
This can be written also as 
*,, = ( - ! ) ' [ ( - / + P + g - «)(y ~ *) + (f<P + g*lf ~ <P') + (<*<P + P*- *')] + 
+ (/+«)<?-<?' 
or 
*„ = ( - 0 ' [</ - P - 8 + «) (x - <P) + (f<P + g* - <P') + (<*<P + P1>- V)] + 
+ (g + P) Q - Q' 
and 
n9t = (-V
l[.(f - P + g - *)(y - >l>) + (f<P + g1> - <P') ~ (*<P + P4> - *')] + 
+ (f-o)Q-Q' 
or 
*« -= ( - i y [ < / - P + g-«)(x-<p) + (j<p + g* - <P') - (<x<p + w - py] -
~(g- P)Q - Q'. 
Now it is sufficient to note that we have in case (i) nPi < 0, n9i < 0 on d<o2% 
and in case (ii) nPi > 0, n1t >. 0 on d<o2 (/ = 1,2). 
9 
If we take that for functions a and p we have a & —^ ,&eR,0<9< 1, /? = 0 
it can be, shown that the following corollaries are valid. 
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Corollary 5 (for <p == 0). Let f be an arbitrary curve and let 




*£e. lfl<e'-4« r 
\r\+(\^\+Q + -jJQ<Q' 






•••• '••• 3 V < - e w\+(\*\ + Q + ^Ai 
on I, then at least one solution of problem (1) —(18) satisfies condition (5). 
Corollary 6 I for <p = - ^ - ^ ' ) . Let \J/(t) be an arbitrary solution of (I) and let 
ij/(t) ^ Q(t). For 9 > 0(9 e R) and function Q such that 
e r 9 
all solutions y(t) of (I) which satisfy the initial condition 
\y0 
satisfy also condition (5) 
->M + -f-l.v.-*ol-*-k, *°eI 
Example 4. Let \p(t) == O ̂  r > 0, O, r 6 It. Corollary 6 is valid for 
Q == re * on / = (0, oo). 
3. Let us consider also solutions of equation (1) with the initial condition 
(19) . , (y0 - W
2 + 4 " (y'o - A^o - «o*>o)2 ^ <?o, *o e /. 
<*o 
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Theorem 3. Let r be an arbitrary curve. 
(i) If there exist functions a, ft, <p and Q such that 
(20) H=Y\g + a\Q + \f9 + g4r-q>'\ + \w + P4t-V\<Q'-pQ9 
f - & ^ 0 
or 
(21) H<6' -fQ, / ? - / ^ 0 
on a, then all solutions of problem (1) —(19) satisfy condition (5), 
(ii) / / 
(22) H<-Q< + pQi / - j 9 £ 0 
or 
(23) H<-Q'+fQ9 0-fZO 
on <7, then problem (1) — (19) has at least one solution satisfying condition (5). 
Proof. In this case equation (1) is also transformed into system (9). Let Q 
= R2 x / and 
æ -U).û:Í.È^ř + ŁÄ<1}. I <?2(0 Q(t) J 
Let T be a tangential vector for integral curves of system (9) on d<o3. Let us consider 
the scalar product n = (— grad k, x J. We have 
n = (fx + gy) ?—± + (ax + fiy) 2-=±- -
Q2 Q 
- ArUx ~ rtw' + (* - *YV + (y ~ *)«*' + (y~ ifrrY] -
= (f - - | -W + (g + a)XY + (p - --O Y2 + 
+ j[.(f<p + gip-<p')x + (<x<p + ^-r)n 
where 
(i) We have 
x-±i±t ү.ŁzA 
n^(f--^jX2+^\g+\\(X
2 + Y2) + (p--^JY2 
+ — í\f<p + gý -<p'\ + \m + P* - <A'I] --»• 
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In view of (20) it is valid 
n - (p - -£• + y I g + «l) (X2 + Y2) + (/ - fi) X2 + 
+ jl\f9 + gV-9'\+\«9 + N-'i''\] = 
= P-4- + T^ + «\+if-P)^2 + Q 2 
+ j[\f9 + gV-9'\ + \*9 + N-V'\~\<** 
and in view of (21) we have 
n - (f - -£- + y | g + a | W + 72) + [ft - f) Y2 + 
+ j[\f<P + g*-<p'\ + \*<P + M-f\'\ = 
= f--£- + \\g + *\+(Ji-f)Y2 + 
Q 2 
+ j [I fip + g«A - <?' I +1 «<z> + # - V I] < o. 
(ii) We have 
^ ( / - ^ x 2 - l | g + a | (^ + y2) + ^ - ^ - ) y 2 -
- y [\f<P + g«A - P'l + l<-9> + # ~ <H] = »• 
In view of (22) it is valid 
« - P - 4 - - 4-1 g + «l + (/ - 0)*2 -e . 2 
- y [i f<p + g^ - v' I +1 «<p + P* - r 0 > 0, 
and in view of (23) we have 
E - • / - -j- ~ y l g'+ «l + (i» - Z))'2 -
- -J- 0 /? + g«A - v' i +1 *v+P* - r 0 > o. 
Accordingly, in case (i) da>3 is a set of points of strict entrance, and in case (ii) dco3 
is a set of points of strict exit of integral curves of system (9) with respect to sets co3 
and Q. This conclusion grants the validity of Theorem 3. 
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For ft s 0 the following corollaries can be proved. 
Corollary 7 (for q> s 0). Let .T be an arbitrary curve, a(/) > 0 on I and let 
(24) Co - <r-o)2 + \ Wo)2 £Q209 t0 6 7 
(i) / / 
ao 
ý-že-^-—, | ý ' | < Q ' ~ Y « Q 
on /, then all solutions of problem (l)-(24) satisfy condition (5). 
(ii)// 
OГ 
I^K-t?'-(^ + t? + ~ + y + y)c 
OM /, /ft*/, problem (1)—(24) was at least one solution satisfying condition (5). 
/ Ъ * ' 2 
a í 
Example 5. Let 
!> = / / - rS^'r, n ;> r(l + S), r, 3 > 0, rj,r,9eR. 
The statement (i) of Corollary 7 is valid on / = (3, oo) for 
.-•(i-f), «-£. 
Corollary 8(for <p = — J. Le/ ij/(t) be an arbitrary solution of (T) anda(t) > 0 
on I. If ' 
*' 2 o' a |^ ' | 
a / ' Q 2 a 
or 
i^+,-í-i-i + 4 . < ł s - , - ' í - i a £ a / 2 ~ * a / 
on /, /fie/i a// solutions y(t) of (I) with the initial condition 
\2 J- * / • > J / \ 2 ^ л 2 ( y o - W + — ( V o - W r - S c o . *o6/ 
a0 
satisfy also condition (5)-
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Example 6. The statement of Corollary 8 is valid for every solution 
| ^'(01 g: A on 7 1 = ( - c o , 0 ) and I2 = (0, T), r, A, Te R, r, A, T > 0, with 
functions 
Q EEE r£C-i+i>«-n a s i. 
Remark. The obtained results directly refer to the approximation and asymptotic 
behaviour of solutions when function Q is sufficiently small and tends to 0 as 
t -> oo. The obtained results can also be used for the analysis of solutions of equa-
tion (1) with respect to its stability. 
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